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Abstract

**Background:** Time-resolved three-dimensional, three-directional phase contrast magnetic resonance velocity mapping (4D PC-MRI) is a powerful technique to depict dynamic blood flow patterns in the human body. However, the impact of phase background effects on flow visualizations has not been thoroughly studied previously, and it has not yet been experimentally demonstrated to what degree phase offsets affect flow visualizations and create errors such as inaccurate particle traces.

**Purpose:** To quantify background phase offsets and their subsequent impact on particle trace visualizations in a 4D PC-MRI sequence. Additionally, we sought to investigate to what degree visualization errors are reduced by background phase correction.

**Material and Methods:** A rotating phantom with a known velocity field was used to quantify background phase of 4D PC-MRI sequences accelerated with SENSE as well as different k-t BLAST speedup factors. The deviation in end positions between particle traces in the measured velocity fields were compared before and after the application of two different phase correction methods.

**Results:** Phantom measurements revealed background velocity offsets up to 7 cm/s (7% of velocity encoding sensitivity) in the central slice, increasing with distance from the center. Background offsets remained constant with increasing k-t BLAST speedup factors. End deviations of up to 5.3 mm (1.8 voxels) in the direction perpendicular to the rotating disc were found between particle traces and the seeding plane of the traces. Phase correction by subtraction of the data from the stationary phantom reduced the average deviation by up to 56%, while correcting the dataset with a first-order polynomial fit to stationary regions decreased average deviation up to 78%.
**Conclusion:** Pathline visualizations can be significantly affected by background phase errors, highlighting the importance of dedicated and robust phase correction methods. Our results show that pathline deviation can be substantial if adequate phase background errors are not minimized.
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Phase-contrast velocity mapping with magnetic resonance imaging (PC-MRI) has become an important tool for quantifying and visualizing blood flow patterns in the human body (1-4). Dynamic velocity fields can be measured by three-dimensional time-resolved MR imaging sequences with velocity encoding in all three spatial directions, here denoted 4D PC-MRI. 4D PC-MRI has successfully been used to visualize blood flow and offers better understanding of physiology in different vascular regions (5-8).

However, clinical implementation of 4D PC-MRI is still limited by long acquisition times, and relatively low spatial and temporal resolution. Long scan times are trying for patients, and may result in changes of hemodynamic properties during examination. Well-known methods for reducing acquisition times are SENSitivity Encoding (SENSE) (9) and k-t BLAST (k-t Broad-use Linear Acquisition Speed-up Technique) (10). Both methods offer substantial time reduction by undersampling data in k-space and k-t space, respectively. Phase-contrast velocity mapping combined with undersampling techniques have been successfully used in a number of studies in conventional two-dimensional PC-MRI (2D PC-MRI) as well as in 4D PC-MRI (11-15).

All velocity measurements using phase contrast MR are prone to background phase errors, which may vary in space as well as in time. Background phase is caused by e.g. concomitant gradients, by non-compensated eddy currents caused by different eddy current behavior in the velocity encoding segments, and by nonlinearities in the applied magnetic field gradients (16). It should in this context be noted that in 4D PC-MRI velocity encoding is made in all directions over a large volume rather than in one direction in a selected slice as is the case for 2D-PC MRI.

Background effects can be expected to propagate into flow visualizations such as pathlines and streamlines that are based on integration of the acquired velocity field, as phase errors
accumulate during each integration step. A small phase error can therefore inflict a large deviation in the resulting particle path (17). Background phase corrections of 4D PC-MRI datasets are therefore generally a necessity in modern scanners in order to get reliable, reproducible and quantitative velocity information over a larger region of the field of view (FOV). For the effects of concomitant gradients, analytical solutions can be found and adequate correction methods can be implemented (18). Eddy current induced errors can be partly corrected by applying pre-emphasis on the gradients, but remaining errors need to be dealt with using post processing.

In spite of the large amount of promising applications for 4D PC-MRI, investigations of the accuracy of the technique are primarily done by comparing quantitative flow values by 4D PC-MRI with traditional 2D PC-MRI measurements, regarding 2D PC-MRI as gold-standard (19-22). While the impact of velocity noise on flow visualizations has recently been studied (23), the quantitative effects of phase offsets in flow visualizations remain to a large extent unexplored.

Furthermore, for residual linear as well as non-linear phase errors, two of the most commonly used correction methods are subtraction of the acquired velocity data with velocity data acquired by an identical pulse sequence on a static phantom (24, 25), and fitting a polynomial function to the velocity in static regions in the FOV (26, 27).

Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the effects of two background phase correction methods for undersampled 4D-PC MRI on flow visualization accuracy in a rotating phantom model. The two correction methods chosen, being two of the most commonly used clinical methods, were i) subtraction of background phase using a dataset from a static phantom, and ii) a first-order background correction based on a three-dimensional fit of phase in static regions.
Material and Methods

Phantom setup

To investigate phase background effects in 4D PC-MRI sequences, a rotating phantom was constructed. A rotating phantom provides a well-defined, continuous linear distribution of velocities (28). The phantom was constructed of three plastic cylindrical compartments (diameter 20 cm, thickness of central cylinder 4.5 cm, thickness of outer cylinders 3.5 cm, giving a total volume of $20 \times 20 \times 20 \text{ cm}^3$), placed parallel to each other and connected by a center axis (Fig. 1). All compartments were filled with agarose gel (Agarose type VI, Sigma-Aldrich Sweden AB, Stockholm, Sweden) with 0.9 % saline content and doped with NiSO$_4$ to give relaxation times similar to myocardium. The compartments were sealed with silicone to prevent the gel from drying. While the two outer compartments remained static, the center cylinder could be set into rotation using compressed air from a nozzle. The outer compartments provided static regions for subsequent phase background corrections, as well as stabilization of the phantom from possible vibrations while the center cylinder was rotating. The phantom (Fig. 1) was positioned in the isocenter of the MR scanner with the rotating cylinder in the x-z plane (Right-Left, Feet-Head plane), and its rotational axis pointing upward along the y (Anterior-Posterior) direction, perpendicular to the $B_0$-field (z-direction). A photoelectric cell mounted on the phantom provided an electric pulse for each revolution of the center cylinder, and this pulse was fed into the MR scanner via the PPU unit for triggering of the data acquisition. The rotational frequency (average ± maximum variation) of the phantom disc during all sequences was 60±3 revolutions per minute (RPM), corresponding to a velocity of 62±3 cm/s at the edges of the rotating cylinder.

Data acquisition
All measurements were performed on a 3T Achieva MR scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) with a six-channel cardiac receive coil. The sequence used was a segmented 3D TFE (Turbo Field Echo) radiofrequency- and gradient-spoiled sequence with a Hadamard four-point velocity encoding strategy using a maximal gradient strength of 20 mT m⁻¹ and a gradient slew rate of 100 mT m⁻¹ ms⁻¹ (29, 30). Further sequence parameters were: Field-of-view = 240×240×210 mm³, matrix size = 80×80×70, 20 acquired timeframes, TE/TR=3.0/5.2 ms, temporal resolution = 41.4 ms, flip angle = 8 degrees, and isotropic velocity encoding strength (VENC) of 100 cm/s. The scans were prospectively triggered by the photocell signal via the PPU interface. Four different versions of this sequence were investigated, each acquired with a different acceleration strategy consisting of either SENSE with a speedup factor of 2, or k-t BLAST with speedup factors of 2, 4 and 5, respectively. The imaging stack was positioned coronally with the slice-encoding direction parallel to the y direction. The acquisition time for the datasets were 29 minutes (SENSE = 2), 29 minutes (k-t = 2), 15 minutes (k-t = 4) and 12 minutes (k-t = 5). For each timeframe, two phase encoding steps were acquired, in which velocity encoding in four segments were executed, resulting in a segmentation factor of 2. The phase encoding lines in k-space were collected linearly, such that each phase encoding line was collected after the nearest lower profile. All sequences were executed twice; once with the central cylinder rotating (rotating mode), and once when the central cylinder of the phantom was at rest (static mode).

Quantification of measured velocities

To quantify the background phase velocity, root-mean-square (RMS) velocity maps in the static central compartment (acquired during the static mode) were calculated voxel-by-voxel as
\[ v_{\text{rms}} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( v_{x,i}^2 + v_{y,i}^2 + v_{z,i}^2 \right)} \]

where \( N \) is the number of acquired timeframes, in our case \( N = 20 \). Matlab R2008b (Mathworks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, U.S.A.) was used for image evaluation. In the central slice, located in the central part of the middle compartment, velocities in each velocity direction \( (v_x, v_y \text{ and } v_z) \) were time-averaged over all dynamic frames and plotted as line profiles in \( x \)- and \( z \)-direction. The velocity of voxels with magnitude values lower than 15 % of the maximum magnitude value was set to zero in all velocity directions prior to evaluation.

**Background phase corrections**

The built-in Maxwell correction was active during all sequences (18). Since the phase-correction method for eddy-current effects provided by the vendor was not optimized for phantom imaging or 4D PC-MRI sequences, this correction was not applied. Residual background corrections were made using two methods. The first method consisted of subtracting the dataset acquired during rotating mode with a corresponding dataset acquired during static mode. The second method consisted of fitting a first-order polynomial to the background velocity field in the static parts of the FOV in the rotating-mode datasets, and subtracting the resulting polynomial from the acquired data. The polynomial fit was performed for each velocity direction independently.

The static parts in the image volume were automatically identified in two steps. In the first step, voxels with a magnitude value exceeding 10 % of the maximum intensity were selected. Of the selected voxels, those with velocity magnitude lower than 6 cm/s were considered as stationary voxels and used for fitting a first-order polynomial function for each velocity direction by least-squares fitting performed in Matlab. The fit was performed separately for each time frame and velocity direction.
The datasets acquired during rotating mode were investigated with respect to effects on flow visualizations a) before any corrections, b) after subtraction of the corresponding static dataset acquired while the phantom was at rest, and c) after background phase corrections by means of automatically fitting the 1\textsuperscript{st} order (linear) polynomial to the static parts in the FOV.

\textit{Effects on flow visualizations}

To study the influence on flow visualizations, the acquired datasets were exported to the visualization software GTFlow v.1.6.8 (Gyrotools Ltd, Zurich, Switzerland) for particle trace visualization. Pathlines were created by emitting 2673 equally-spaced particles from a plane positioned perpendicular to the rotational axis in the center of the rotating disc. The diameter of the emitting plane was approximately 20\% smaller than the cylinder dimensions in order to avoid partial-volume effects at the edges of the cylinder. The particles were traced over all 20 timeframes.

The pathline data were exported from GTFlow and imported into Matlab, where each particle trace was compared to the corresponding particle trace in the phase-corrected datasets, originating from the same starting point. The resulting absolute deviation in the y direction from the seeding plane of the particle traces ($\Delta y$) in the measured, subtracted and phase corrected datasets were compared. The absolute deviation $\Delta y$ from the seeding plane was also calculated for particle traces originating from seven 10 mm wide radius intervals, starting at 10 mm distance from the rotational center.

\textit{Statistics}

Average absolute deviation in the y (AP) direction ($\Delta y$) of the end positions was calculated for all particle traces (n=2673) in each dataset along with the standard deviation, and compared to the corrected datasets, as well as between the two correction methods, by a two-
sided dependent (paired) t-test. The same statistical test was used to evaluate whether the average deviation in each radius interval were significantly different after either subtraction or linear phase correction, compared to the non-corrected datasets. In the statistical evaluations, the level of significance was chosen as p<0.05.

**Results**

*Static acquisitions*

RMS velocity maps from the central compartment of the static acquisitions are presented in Fig. 2. For all 4D PC-MRI sequences, the RMS background velocity was below 2 cm/s in the center of FOV, increasing towards the periphery of the disc to approximately 7 cm/s. The RMS background velocity had a similar pattern for all sequences, increasing towards the edges of the central cylinder. The highest RMS velocity was seen near the right edge of the central cylinder (Fig. 2). With the exception of a small area in the lower part of the phantom for the k-t=2 dataset, no marked differences in phase background for the k-t BLAST accelerated datasets compared to the SENSE-accelerated dataset were seen (Fig. 2 E-F). Of notice is the position of the photocell in the lower left corner of the disc, which may have interfered with the magnetic field, creating image artifacts. Fig. 3 presents corresponding time-averaged velocity components (v_i, v_y and v_z) from the same line profiles as used in Fig. 2. All sequences were found to have similar patterns of background velocity offsets. The v_x (RL) velocity component was found to vary the most over the phantom disc (from +2 cm/s to -6 cm/s), with the highest deviation towards the right side of the disc, in accordance with the RMS velocity offsets presented in Fig. 2.

*Rotating acquisitions*
Fig. 4 A-C shows measured time-averaged velocities in the rotating central compartment, acquired with the SENSE-accelerated 4D sequence. As expected, a linear phase behavior is dominant in the x and z directions, however, similar velocity offsets in the direction perpendicular to the rotation (y-direction) were seen for both datasets, as well as a higher phase offset in the lower left corner, close to the photocell.

Fig. 4 D presents the time-averaged velocity component $v_y$, (perpendicular to the rotational velocity), acquired with the SENSE-accelerated sequence, along a line profile in the z direction for the uncorrected and the two corrected cases. In all cases, the measured $v_y$ velocity component increased with z position, while both correction methods decreased the average velocity offset, with the highest reduction in the central parts of the disc. The linear fitting method could be seen to over-compensate phase offsets at the left part of the cylinder, resulting in negative velocities. For the line profiles presented in Fig. 4 D, average absolute velocity along the line profile was 0.7 cm/s for the rotating dataset, 0.6 cm/s for the subtracted dataset, and 0.5 cm/s for the linear corrected dataset.

Pathline analysis

For all datasets, pathlines created in the acquired velocity field of the rotating cylinder were found to deviate from the seeding plane. An example is given in Fig. 5, which shows a typical pathline trajectory in the dataset acquired with SENSE, before and after background phase corrections. Average absolute pathline endpoint deviation in the y direction from the seeding plane in the acquired, uncorrected datasets was found to be similar across the sequence types, with an average $\Delta y$ ranging between 5.0 and 5.3 mm as shown in Table 1. The average absolute pathline endpoint deviation from the seeding plane was significantly reduced after subtraction with the static datasets for all sequence types (remaining deviation
ranging between 2.2 mm and 2.7 mm), and the reduction in deviation was statistically
significant for all sequence types.
Likewise, for all sequence types, the deviation significantly decreased after linear phase
correction (remaining deviation ranging between 1.1 mm and 1.5 mm), and there was a
significant difference between the reduction obtained using the subtraction and the linear
correction method. Comparisons between the SENSE-accelerated data set and the k-t
accelerated data sets for the two correction methods showed significant differences in two
cases (SENSE vs. k-t=2, subtracted data and SENSE vs. k-t=4, linearly corrected data), but
were not significant for all other cases.
The average Δy of the seeded pathlines, broken down into 10 mm intervals from the rotational
center, is presented in Fig. 6. Error bars represent ±SD. In general, average deviation in end
positions was constant throughout the radius of the disc for all sequences used. Both
correction methods resulted in statistically significant reductions in Δy compared to the non-
corrected datasets for all sequences and intervals, and the linearly corrected datasets showed a
higher reduction in deviation compared to the subtracted datasets.

**Discussion**
Phase errors can be expected to affect pathline and streamline visualizations, because of the
accumulation of phase errors throughout the particle trace. Our results show that even in a
constant velocity field created by a rotating disc, deviations of particle trace trajectories from
the seeding plane of up to 5.3 mm (1.8 voxels) may occur during the duration of a typical
heartbeat. Given the size of the vessels close to the heart, this could result in pathlines seeded
from within the vessels extending beyond the vessel border, failing to depict the correct
physiology.
The same amount of deviation from the seeding plane was observed close to the isocenter of the magnet as in more distant parts of the rotating disc, indicating that the phase background offsets were not even negligible in the magnet isocenter.

Contributions to the background phase offsets can be related to a number of sources, including gradient nonlinearities, eddy-currents and concomitant gradient fields (16, 18). In this work, we evaluated improvements in pathline accuracy after two simple phase background correction methods. Subtraction with a static dataset significantly reduced the particle trace deviation. Linear background correction was also found to reduce particle trace deviation, with superior results compared to the subtraction method. The significant reduction of the difference in end position of the particle traces obtained after phase correction by these methods points at the importance to perform phase background corrections, also after compensation for concomitant gradient effects.

It is important to notice that the subtraction method increases the amount of noise in the phase-corrected datasets by a factor $\sqrt{2}$. A higher amount of noise can be expected to increase pathline deviations (17). In our case, the subtraction method presented a higher average deviation as well as dispersion compared to the linearly corrected datasets, and this noise amplification may be a reason for the observed superiority of the linear fit method. In this work, we chose to only use a first-order background correction, as this low-order polynomial order has been found to be appropriate for reducing phase offsets in-vivo (27). The linear background fit did sometimes overcompensate the background phase offsets, leading to net velocity offsets in different parts of the phantom. This effect could be explained by the fact that the phase background in our phantom experiments was not entirely linear, which suggests that a higher-order phase correction method could be useful. The significant improvement seen with our low-order correction can partly be explained by the built-in Maxwell correction, which was active during imaging, indicating that a combination of Maxwell correction and
linear fitting is advantageous. We also investigated the combination of both subtraction and linear phase correction, and found that it failed to reduce the average deviation further, compared to only using one of the phase correction methods. This result is expected, as the linear phase offsets in the static parts of the FOV have been reduced to a large extent after subtraction, leaving less phase offset for the fitting procedure to work with.

In spite of these results obtained in a phantom geometry, it should be noted that phase background correction in the clinical setting is expected to be more difficult compared to the phantom case, as cardiac imaging is affected by error sources such as respiration and motion artifacts, triggering errors, patient motion and $B_1$- as well as $B_0$- inhomogeneities. Although the subtraction method has been suggested for clinical use, it may not be practical because of the need to acquire two datasets (24). Furthermore, the subtraction was in this work performed between identical objects and geometries, which is not possible in the clinical setting and where it is instead performed between the imaged object and static phantoms.

The linear fitting background correction method used in this work resulted in encouraging correction results; however it requires static regions, which in cardiac imaging usually are located at a large distance from the heart in the outer parts of the FOV. In combination with the error sources previously mentioned, fitting a polynomial function to static regions, especially of higher order, can be difficult. In this work, we used an automatic selection using two criteria to define static regions: a minimum magnitude signal threshold, and a maximum velocity magnitude threshold. Additional criteria could be added when performing background correction in vivo, such as setting a threshold of the velocity variation over time (27, 31).

In spite of drawbacks with the simple background correction methods described, our results show that phase correction by either subtracting the acquired velocity field with an identical dataset of a static object, or correcting the acquired velocity field with a first-order, time-
dependent polynomial fit to the phase background in static regions reduces the deviation of particle traces from their true trajectory. The results further indicate that significant improvements are made in the depiction of flow patterns after background phase offsets have been reduced.

Since both the subtraction method and the linear phase correction leave some velocity-dependent phase errors uncorrected, requiring additional correction after acquisition (32), further work includes evaluation of the use of more advanced background correction methods, such as higher-order polynomial corrections.

There are some limitations of this study. As k-t BLAST reconstructions results in undersampling of k-t space, rapid velocity alterations are expected to be blurred throughout time (10, 12). Recent studies with 4D PC combined with k-t BLAST have indicated underestimated peak- and flow velocities, and problems of depicting more complex flow patterns (14, 21).

Owing to the phantom construction, this effect could not be assessed with the present phantom study.

A second limitation with our phantom setup is the uncertainty of the velocity in the rotating plane of the disc during operation. We therefore measured all deviation distances perpendicular to the rotating plane. It should be noted however, that the velocity variation (approximately five percent) is in the order of the expected variation in heart rate during a clinical PC-MRI scan. Simulating pathlines in datasets with rotational velocities between the maximal and minimal recorded RPM values, we found that the average total difference of end position in the rotating plane became over 20 mm, increasing with radial distance, indicating that pathline uncertainties in vivo can be substantial in spite of background correction efforts. The phantom had static parts in only one direction (y), which could have affected the background fitting method. It should be noted however, that there is also a lack of static
regions around the cardiac area in clinical imaging. Furthermore, we compared the fit obtained as described in the method section with a fit made from all three phantom compartments in static mode, and no substantial differences were observed. Finally, the photocell mounted on the phantom may have created additional phase offsets, which may explain that the RMS background velocities were seen to increase towards the position of the photocell for all sequences. Furthermore, the “hotspots” observed in some of the datasets are positioned in the same position as the photocell.

In conclusion, the present work shows that phase errors can cause pathlines to deviate substantially from the correct path plane, indicating that caution should be used when interpreting particle trace visualizations. The results also highlight that background phase errors have to be taken into consideration and corrected for, when quantitative pathline analysis is performed.
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### Table 1 – Average absolute particle trace deviations

Average absolute distance $\Delta y$ and standard deviation between the endpoints of the particle traces and the seeding plane, before and after subtraction or linear background phase correction. Asterices (*) indicate statistically significant difference ($p<0.05$) from the corresponding uncorrected dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SENSE = 2</th>
<th>k-t = 2</th>
<th>k-t = 4</th>
<th>k-t = 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncorrected</td>
<td>5.3±0.5</td>
<td>5.0±0.5</td>
<td>5.0±0.3</td>
<td>5.1±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After subtraction</td>
<td>2.7±0.5 *</td>
<td>2.2±0.5 *</td>
<td>2.5±0.5 *</td>
<td>2.6±0.6 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After linear background correction</td>
<td>1.5±0.4 *</td>
<td>1.3±0.4 *</td>
<td>1.1±0.3 *</td>
<td>1.3±0.6 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $p < 0.05$
Fig. 1. The middle rotating cylinder (gray) positioned with the rotational axis along the y (Anterior-Posterior) direction. The phantom was positioned in the isocenter of the scanner, with the B₀-field aligned along the z (Feet-Head) direction. During imaging, the central disc rotated in the x-z plane. Apart from lacking plastic fins, the outer cylinders (black) were identical in size and material composition to the rotating cylinder, but were kept stationary for stabilization and as a reference for background correction.
Fig. 2 RMS velocity maps of the central cylinder, acquired with the SENSE-accelerated 4D PC sequence (A) and with k-t BLAST speedup factors of 2, 4 and 5 (B-D) while the phantom was at rest. Below: RMS velocity profiles (from figures A-D, profile positions shown by
dashed arrows in A) in x- (E) and z (F) direction, respectively. The SENSE acquisition is denoted by a black line, and k-t BLAST accelerated acquisitions with speedup factors of 2, 4 and 5 by blue, green and red lines, respectively.
Fig. 3 Velocity profiles showing the time-averaged background for the velocity components $v_y (A, B)$, $v_x (C, D)$ and $v_z (E, F)$. Data was acquired with the central cylinder at rest. The profiles were positioned through the center of the phantom, as shown by dashed lines in Fig. 2A. Velocity profiles are shown for all velocity components in the x-direction (A, C, E), and in the z-direction (B, D, F). All sequences exhibit similar phase background patterns, with background velocities increasing with greater distance from the center of the FOV. The $v_x$ velocity component (C,D) had highest velocity offsets. The SENSE acquisition is denoted by a black line, and k-t BLAST accelerated acquisitions with speedup factors of 2, 4 and 5 by blue, green and red lines, respectively.

Fig. 4 Time-averaged velocity components in the central rotating cylinder acquired with the SENSE-accelerated sequence (A-C). Note that the phantom rotates in the x-z plane. The $v_y$
velocity component perpendicular to the rotational plane shows a spatially varying phase offset. Similar observations were seen in the datasets with k-t BLAST acceleration. Below: Line profile from the SENSE-accelerated dataset (D), presenting time-averaged velocity in y direction, perpendicular to the rotating disc (red line). The profile is placed along the dotted line in C). For comparison, the corresponding velocity profile is plotted after the measured dataset was subtracted (blue line) or linear phase corrected (green line). Note that phase correction in some parts resulted in phase offsets with opposite sign as before correction.

Fig. 5 Example of typical particle trace trajectories in the rotating cylinder, seeded in the center of the rotating cylinder. For the ease of interpretation only one particle trace is presented. Performing phase background correction by subtraction (blue) or linear phase correction (green) reduces the distance Δy from the reference plane (dotted line).
Fig. 6 Average $\Delta y$ in pathline end positions, sorted by their starting distance from the rotational center of the disc in radius intervals of 10 mm width. Results are presented from the SENSE-accelerated dataset (A), and the datasets acquired with a k-t BLAST acceleration factor of 2, 4 and 5 (B-D). Red bars show average $\Delta y$ for the acquired velocity field, blue bars the average $\Delta y$ after the measured velocity field has been subtracted with the static dataset, and green bars after first-order linear correction. Error bars represent standard deviation. Asterices indicate statistically significant difference from the corresponding uncorrected deviation ($p<0.05$).